Compressive spectral testbed imaging system based on thin-film color-patterned filter arrays.
Compressive spectral imaging systems can reliably capture multispectral data using far fewer measurements than traditional scanning techniques. In this paper, a thin-film patterned filter array-based compressive spectral imager is demonstrated, including its optical design and implementation. The use of a patterned filter array entails a single-step three-dimensional spatial-spectral coding on the input data cube, which provides higher flexibility on the selection of voxels being multiplexed on the sensor. The patterned filter array is designed and fabricated with micrometer pitch size thin films, referred to as pixelated filters, with three different wavelengths. The performance of the system is evaluated in terms of references measured by a commercially available spectrometer and the visual quality of the reconstructed images. Different distributions of the pixelated filters, including random and optimized structures, are explored.